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NASA’s international education programs provide the opportunity for integrated
language and content instruction, weaving interdisciplinary lessons in science,
mathematics, social studies, language arts, and world cultures into everyday
classroom activities through extensive web environments.

• Do you need interesting readings for your language classroom?
See Ciencia @ NASA or NASA Kids featuring stories from all fields of science,
aeronautics, and aerospace education at <http://ciencia.nasa.gov> and
<http://kids.msfc.nasa.gov/sp/News/>, respectively.

Another fun resource is Robin Whirlybird, an online,
interactive book about one girl's visit with her
mother to the rotorcraft research center where her
mother works #written in English, Spanish and
Chinese$ at
<http://quest.arc.nasa.gov/text/rotocraft/>.

• For activities and information related to many of
NASA’s missions and enterprises see the animated
website found at The Space Place,
<http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/sp/kids/>.
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• Are you interested in conducting a unit on the oceans?
See the Jason-1 board game and poster in French Voyage en Haute Mer: Une aventure
oceanique avec Jason-1 at
<http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/html/kiosque/galerie/jeu_fr.html>.

• How about incorporating a program that can involve every classroom in your
school?

NASA’s GLOBE Program, active in 105 countries, provides authentic opportunities
for integrated language and content instruction. Since GLOBE partners represent
over half the countries in the world, with schools on every continent, in every time
zone, and representing virtually every type of biome, the program naturally provides
many resources for language teachers. The GLOBE Web site at <www.globe.gov>
contains authentic materials ready for classroom implementation available in all six
United Nations’ languages #Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian, and Spanish$
and at least part of the GLOBE Teacher’s Guide is now available in Dutch,
German, Greek, Hebrew, Japanese, and Thai, with many other materials becoming
available in other languages through GLOBE’s international partners.
See <http://www.cal.org/resources/news/2003spring/globe.html> for an explanation
about how GLOBE can easily be integrated into the language classroom.

For more information on these programs and many other NASA materials and
international programs that you can use in your language classroom, visit
<http://www.uidaho.edu/ed/nasa_rerc/> and click on “Materials in Other
Languages.”
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Coalition Receives $15,000 Grant to Promote International Education in
Washington

Washington State Coalition for International Education
Reported by Sonja Hokanson

The second P-20 International Education Summit “Teaching and Learning in a
Global Community” will be held on October 27, 2004, thanks to a $15,000 grant
from the Asia Society and Longview Foundation. The summit will bring together
teachers, students, parents, non-profit organizations, governmental agencies,
businesses, and policy makers to examine how existing resources can be better used
to integrate international education into our schools and communities.

The Association of International Educators #NAFSA$ is co-sponsoring the summit
in conjunction with its regional conference in Olympia, WA. Speaking about the
2003 summit held at the University of Washington, Caleb Perkins, social studies
and international education supervisor at OSPI, stated that “the summit was an
excellent opportunity to hear from a variety of stakeholders about what we want
Washington students to know and be able to do with regard to the world beyond
our borders. The participants engaged in broad, philosophical discussions but also
wrestled with the specifics necessary to effect meaningful change in classrooms.”

The summit is part of a broader effort led by the Washington State Coalition for
International Education. Other projects funded by the grant include support of the
Washington State Model UN, to be held at the University of Washington on April
23-24, and a World Languages Survey in collaboration with the Office of
Superintendent of Public Instruction #OSPI$ and the Washington Association For
Language Teaching. The survey is in response to requests to OSPI for specific
information on the status of world language education in various communities. For
example, last year, Governor Locke’s office wanted to know where Japanese was
being taught when trying to make the case to Boeing for building the 7E7 in
Washington state. The survey will make that information available to policy makers
and educators as well as to parents. The coalition expects to share results from the
survey at the summit in October. The Washington State Coalition for
International Education consists of community leaders, non-profits, and educators
committed to preparing all students for today’s interconnected world. The
grassroots organization helps promote activities and events related to international
education through its bi-weekly e-newsletter. For more information about the
coalition and the summit, please visit the International Education Washington
website at <www.internationaledwa.org>.

Press release on the Web:
<http://internationaledwa.org/news/press/release_04222004.htm>
Contact: Michele Anciaux Aoki at #206$ 234-4029 or
michele@internationaledwa.org
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New Italian Reader

“Jean e Roscoe vanno a Perugia” COMBINES
FUN DIALOGUES WITH COMPREHENSIVE EXERCISES

FOR INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL ITALIAN STUDENTS

“Jean e Roscoe vanno a Perugia,” a new 112-page Italian reader with illustrations and
comprehensive exercises, is now available from EDIZIONI FARINELLI.

The new reader recounts, in lively dialogues, the month-long adventures of Jean and
Roscoe studying Italian in Perugia at the University for Foreigners.  Topics include
registering at the university, buying a monthly bus pass, mastering self-service laundry,
shopping for food, clothes, books and other items, coping with the Italian postal system,
and more.

“Teachers and students now have an extraordinary text that is both useful and fun,” says
Natale Caruso, Italian Language Instructor at Franklin Delano Roosevelt High School in
Brooklyn, NY.  He adds, “The dialogues use contemporary language that is appealing to
junior and senior high school students as well as college students and others learning
Italian.”

Paola Giunchi, Professor of Language Teaching Methodology at the Università di Roma La
Sapienza, says, “The conversations of Jean and Roscoe offer a remarkable opportunity to
learn the language of everyday conversation while finding out how to cope with the daily
trials of the Italian style of life.”

Extensive exercises to test comprehension and grammar, to stimulate conversation and
writing, and to build vocabulary through puzzles accompany each of the book’s ten
chapters.

The exercises were developed by Anna Ignone, who for 24 years has been teaching L2
Italian at the Università per Stranieri di Perugia and conducting refresher courses for
Italian teachers in Italy and abroad.

The new soft-cover text for use as supplemental reading material for intermediate-level
students learning Italian retails for $19.95. A separate booklet containing solutions to the
exercises is available to Italian teachers and retails for $2.50.

For information on how to order, contact EDIZIONI FARINELLI at #212$ 751-2427 or
email at edizioni@mindspring.com.
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Malt Update
Reported By Michal Malouf, Montana PNCFL Representative

The Montana Association of Language Teachers celebrated its 50th anniversary at
the spring conference on Friday, May 23, 2003 in Helena. As part of the program,
retired MALT members were invited to lunch and to reminisce about the early days
of MALT.

Planning is underway for the Fall MALT conference which will also be held in
Helena on October 21 and 22 in conjunction with the MEA-AFT Conference. Our
featured presenter will be Susan Gross.

Every year German teachers who are members of AATG have the option to test
2nd-4th year students. Students with high scores are allowed to apply for an all
expenses paid trip to Germany. The application includes writing an essay in
German. Senior Byrn Rouse from Hellgate High School in Missoula, who scored in
the 99th percentile, was one of only five students nationally to be awarded a trip to
Germany. In fact, all Hellgate students who took the test scored better than 85
percent of those tested nationally.

A group of 29 students from Hellgate High School in Missoula spent a month
studying and touring in Spain last summer. Students lived with host families in
Salamanca and attended classes at the Colegio de España. While eating lunch in
Madrid, the Missoula group met a small group from Billings, proving yet again that
we live in a small world.

Hellgate High School also has exchange programs with St. Malo in France and
Neckargumundt in Germany. Both groups have trips planned for this spring and
summer. There are also trips to Italy, France, and Spain planned for this summer by
schools in the Missoula area. Many conversations at the spring MALT conference
centered on trips planned outside of the United States. Montana language teachers
are doing their part to help their students experience the value of their school
studies.

For example, during the Spring Break of 2004 the French, German, and Spanish
teachers of both middle schools in Bozeman took 34 students to Europe. The goal
was to give students a taste of the three languages that are offered in the district in
a culturally rich setting. The trip was extremely successful and fulfilled many goals.
Students were teaching each other their language of study and were thrilled by the
opportunity of putting their languages to use. The experience of having a picnic
amongst Roman ruins next to an active archeological dig across from an olive grove
that Van Gogh had painted was priceless. The students stayed busy by touring
castles, coliseums, Gothic churches, Romanesque churches, and markets. They saw
Gaudi’s architecture, ate French, Spanish, and German food, and visited museums.
Of course, shopping was essential. They learned to use maps, ATMs, and order
food in three languages. The language teachers also appreciated the opportunity to
reconnect with the languages they teach. It was a rich experience for all.
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